
The tunnel…

Monday the 1st of  June



In addition to today’s activities you could also:

• Practise your X tables (perhaps create a X Tables grid for the X tables 
you are working on  to see how quickly you can complete it OR go onto 
TT Rockstars)

• Read.  It could be anything – Fiction or non-fiction, but you should be 
doing this every day, both to yourself and reading aloud to someone (an 
adult or a child in your household)

• Get outside in the fresh air: How many different birds / mini-beasts / 
plants can you find? Can you name any of them? If you can’t, see if you 
can find out what they’re called. Get to know the world around you this 
week.



This picture is from The Tunnel by Anthony Browne.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGNRdhNbvbQ

It is about a brother and sister who find a secret tunnel.

Imagine that you have found 
a secret tunnel.
Where do you think it will 
lead to?
1)Draw a picture of what you 
imagine is on the other side 
of the tunnel.
2)Write a description of this 
place.  Can you use:
• expanded noun phrases?
• your 5 senses?
• similes and metaphors?

Extension:  Write what you would imagine would happen on the other side.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGNRdhNbvbQ


Imagine that the tunnel has lots 
of paths to get through.
Give someone else directions to 
get through the tunnel.
You can use either:
• Forward / backward, left / 
right

OR:
• Compass directions: North, 
south, east and west.

Can you find a different path?

CHALLENGE Can you create 
your own tunnel using squared 
paper?
Write directions for someone else 
to follow through the tunnel.



In the story of The Tunnel the girl comes out of 
the tunnel into a forest.  In the pictures of the 
forest there are lots of clues to things in other 
fairy tales such as Little Red Riding Hood and 
Jack and the Beanstalk.  

Can you find any of these clues?

Could you make your 
own picture with hidden 
clues to fairy tales?



Extension activity…
Take it outside:

• Using an outside space (and f you like, any equipment you may have 
access to), create an ‘obstacle course’ of your own with a partner. Work 
out instructions using: forward / backward / turn / left / right 

• (KS2 children can use ¼, ½ , ¾, full turns or degrees (90, 180, 270, 
360). 

• Then test it out on a partner – How accurate were your directions? Did 
you have to make adjustments? 

• If you can, swap around and let your partner try. Whose instructions 
worked better? Why?

• Challenge: Could you try it blindfolded?? Take care with this!



The Jumblies

Tuesday the 2nd of  June



Today’s activities are based on the theme of the 
Jumblies’ and their journey. 

In addition to these activities you could also:

• Practise your X tables (perhaps ask someone to create a X tables test of 

10-20 Q’s OR go onto TT Rockstars)

• Read.  It could be anything – Fiction or non-fiction, but you should be 

doing this every day, both to yourself and reading aloud to someone (an 

adult or a child in your household)

• Get outside in the fresh air: How many different birds / minibeasts / plants 

can you find? Can you name any of them? If you can’t see if you can find 

out what they’re called. Get to know the world around you this week.



https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=RB_5tGsvEBQ

Discuss / think: What can you 

remember about the journey / what 

did you like / dislike? Have you 

heard anything similar to this?

Watch the following video of  ‘The Jumblies’,  performed by the British 

Poet, Michael Rosen.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RB_5tGsvEBQ


Task: Turn the poem into a visual story (comic strip)

• Think about the key events in the poem. 

• Create a comic strip about the Jumblies’ journey. 

• Use pictures, words and speech bubbles. 

(Beech and Ash could also include onomatopoeia – sound words… 

boom!)

A comic strip grid and the poem are on the next pages – draw the grid 

in your books (or if you can, print it off)







Music appreciation: 

Listen to Journey – Don’t Stop believin’

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1k8craCGpgs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1k8craCGpgs


Don't Stop Believin

• “Don't Stop Believin'" is a song by American rock band Journey, 
originally recorded in 1981.

• Songwriters: Steve Perry, Jonathan Cain and Neal Schon

• On the next page there are 2 task sheets. Write your answers into 
your books (or print the page if you can)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journey_(band)




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RB_5tGsvEBQ

The Jumblies ended up in a 
strange land – with a place 
called the Torrible Zone and 
the Chankly Bore Hills.  

• Make a list of 10 words to 
describe one of these 
places and write a 
paragraph to describe the 
other.

• Draw one of these 2 places 
– it could have a silhouette 
of yourself and your family, 
like the one at the end of 
the video.

Design and label a new 
boat for the Jumblies .

• Think about the features 
it would need to be both 
safe and comfortable.

• What NEW features 
could you include to 
help them on their next 
journey? Wifi, self 
cleaning toilets?? Have 
fun!

Watch this re-telling of  

the poem above – it 

involves drawing this 

time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RB_5tGsvEBQ


Funny animals

Wednesday the 3rd of  June



In addition to today’s activities you could also:

• Practise your X tables (perhaps write out your X tables on pieces of paper 

/ post-its to place around your room / home OR go onto TT Rockstars)

• Read.  It could be anything – Fiction or non-fiction, but you should be 

doing this every day, both to yourself and reading aloud to someone (an 

adult or a child in your household)

• Get outside in the fresh air: How many different birds / minibeasts / plants 

can you find? Can you name any of them? If you can’t see if you can find 

out what they’re called. Get to know the world around you this week.



Before and After!

Can you write 
some sentences 
or a paragraph 
about what 
happened 
before and 
after each 
picture?

See the next few 
slides for some 
more before and 
after pictures.





Can you draw 
your own before 
and after 
pictures?
Write about 
what happened 
before and after 
each time.
Try and make 
them as funny 
as you can.  



Number Spiders!
Make the number on the body of each spider by thinking of different types 
of sums. See the example below. Draw the spider each time and write the 
sum and the answer on each leg. 

20

15+5

25-5

4x5

2x10

50-30

5+5+5+5

40÷2

100-80

15

25

50 100

Beech and Ash 
randomly make 
3 or 4 digit 

numbers (borrow
a dice from a 
game or use 

playing cards) –
and make 

bigger, hairier 
spiders!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eH1iVEqarh4
Watch the video then answer the questions below…

• Imagine how Two Can felt when the others laughed at him – draw 
him with a thought bubble showing his feelings.

• What jobs couldn’t he do when he got to the city? Why?

• What did he find he was good at? How do you think did he felt?

• What mistake did he make and what happened to him?

• Where did he go on his journey home? 

• Why did Toucan laugh with the other animals at the end  - what 
had changed?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eH1iVEqarh4


Scientific facts about Toucans
On the following slide there are some facts about Toucans.

Your task is to create a fact sheet / poster about toucans. You can use the 
next slide, any reference books you may have or the internet to research 
additional information. How will you set out your page? – Think about using 
some of the following features:

• Title

• Subheadings

• Text boxes / flow charts

• Fact boxes / thought bubbles / speech bubbles

• Bullet points / numbered points

• Paragraphs 



• The family Ramphastidae includes toucans, toucanets and the smaller toucan called aracaris. There are about 40 

different species.

• Toucans live in tropical and sub-tropical jungle regions, they are native to southern Mexico in Central America, the 

northern areas of South America, and the Caribbean region.

• Toucans are renowned for their large colourful bills. At 20cm they have the longest bill of any bird in the world in relation 

to their body size (63.5 cm).

• Despite its size, the toucan's bill is very light as it is made of keratin (like human hair) in a honeycomb-like structure. It is 

believed to be this large in order to keep the bird cool in the hot climates it lives in.

• This does mean the toucan's bill is not very strong, so it can't be used for digging or fighting like other bird beaks.

• Toucan's have long narrow tongues up to 15cm long.

• The relatively small wings of the toucan means they are not very good at flying and cannot stay airborne for long. This is 

fine by them though, they often don't move far, and usually hop between branches using curved toes and sharp claws.

• Toucans mainly eat fruit, but sometimes prey on insects and small lizards.

• Toucans live together in small-sized flocks, they make nests in tree hollows or holes that have often be created by their 

distant cousin the woodpecker.

• The Toco toucan is the most widely recognized species of toucan, it has a large black-tipped orangey-yellow bill and a 

black bodied plumage with a white throat.

• Toucans are one of the nosier jungle birds. They live for up to 20 years, and their predators include Jaguars and other 

big cats..



Drawing to scale

If you prefer, you could 
draw a cartoon version of 
Two Can – these links show 
how, or there are step by 
step instructions on the next 
slide.

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=_Y-pFZd97Vs

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=FKGpRzbBVkU

Here are some measurements for a Toco toucan, like 
‘Two Can’. See if you can use these measurements to 
draw a life-sized toucan (You may need to join 
several pieces of paper or maybe use the back of a 
piece of wallpaper. You could draw it on the ground 
in chalk instead) When it has been drawn, you may 
wish to paint or colour it (if you can) – take a 
picture and send it to us… we’d love to see what you 
make ☺

• Its huge bill, measures from 15.8 to 23 cm

• The total length from head to tail is 55–65 cm

• The wing length is 22 to 26 cm

• The tail measures is 14.1 to 17.9 cm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Y-pFZd97Vs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKGpRzbBVkU




All the fun of  the fair

Thursday the 4th of  June



In addition to today’s activities you could also:

• Practise your X tables (perhaps create some flash-cards for the X tables 
you are working on, with the Q on one side and the Answer on the other  
OR go onto TT Rockstars)

• Read.  It could be anything – Fiction or non-fiction, but you should be 
doing this every day, both to yourself and reading aloud to someone (an 
adult or a child in your household)

• Get outside in the fresh air: How many different birds / minibeasts / plants 
can you find? Can you name any of them? If you can’t see if you can find 
out what they’re called. Can you match bird and animal sounds to the 
creature? Get to know the world around you this week.



Theme Park Challenge
Imagine that you have been asked to design your own theme park. 
What kinds of rides and activities would you have in your park?

Here are 
some types 
of rides. 
Can you 
think of 

any more?

See the next few slides for the different tasks that you can do.



Theme Park Challenge

• Task 1

• Decide on 6 rides that you 
are going to have in your 
theme park. 

• Draw and label a picture 
of each one.

• Task 2

• Draw a map of your 
theme park showing 
visitors where to find 
each ride.

• Remember to include a 
shop, café, picnic area 
and toilets!



Theme Park Challenge

• Task 3

• Design a poster to 
advertise your theme park.

• Remember to give it a 
name and think how you 
can persuade people to 
visit! 

• Task 4

• Design a menu for your 
café.

• What type of food will 
you sell and what will it 
cost?



Look at the fun-fair foods listed. 

• What combinations of food 
could you eat if you had  
£2.00 / £3.50 or £5.00 to 
spend? 

• What change would you get 
from each combination?

• How many different 
combinations for each 
amount can you find?

• Remember – you cannot 
spend more money that 
you have!

Elm and Willow menu

Beech 

and Ash 

menus



Theme Park Challenge

• Task 5

• Pretend you are a child 
who has spent the day at 
the theme park.

• Write a letter or a postcard 
to a friend telling them all 
about your amazing day!

• Remember to tell them all 
about the rides that you 
went on and the yummy 
meal that you had in the 
café! 



The Lego Movie!

Friday the 5th of  June



In addition to today’s activities you could also:

• Practise your X tables (perhaps create some flash-cards for the X tables 
you are working on, with the Q on one side and the Answer on the other  
OR go onto TT Rockstars)

• Read.  It could be anything – Fiction or non-fiction, but you should be 
doing this every day, both to yourself and reading aloud to someone (an 
adult or a child in your household)

• Get outside in the fresh air: How many different birds / minibeasts / plants 
can you find? Can you name any of them? If you can’t see if you can find 
out what they’re called. Can you match bird and animal sounds to the 
creature? Get to know the world around you this week.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZ_JOBC

LF-I

• Emmet is just an ordinary guy, but he’s also ‘The Special’ – today we’ll be 

looking at what makes someone just like Emmet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZ_JOBCLF-I


Design a new Lego Movie character – a 

new ‘special’ / good character

38



Here are some examples





Can you add a 

facial expression?



Use this 

outline to 

help if 

you wish

Task: Now create your 

new character, but 

make sure they look 

like a ‘good’ person

Draw the new Lego 

person with space 

around them, so you 

can write what they are 

like for the next task..

Add colour to bring 

them to life



THINK! What makes a character in a movie 
(or real life) a ‘good guy’ like Emmet?

What makes someone ‘nice’?
What makes us like a person / character?
What makes someone ‘nasty’?
What makes us dislike a person / character?

Task 1: For your new ‘Special’ character list all 
of the qualities / characteristics (things about 
them) that we like Eg. He smiles a lot / he 
helps others without being asked, etc. Include 
every good behaviour you can think of.

Task 2: Now use these to write a description 
of your character. Make them sound very 
‘special’ indeed. Write 5-10 sentences  (Elm / 
Willow) or a paragraph (Beech / Ash)



Why don’t you 

have a go at 

drawing Unikitty.

Draw a grid into 

your book, then 

draw what is in 

each square  -

focusing ONLY on 

one square at a 

time. This grid 

method helps to 

get sizes and 

shapes more 

accurately drawn 

in relation to each 

other.



Be more like Emmet
List 10 random acts of  kindness you can try and fit into the next couple of  weeks. Think of  things you 

could easily do for others which just require only a little extra ‘thought’ or ‘time’. 

I could help dry the 

dishes, rather than 

run into the garden 

after tea time…



If you are lucky enough to watch a film or 

DVD (it could even be The Lego Movie) 

over the weekend, perhaps you could use 

this as time to think about how characters 

are created and developed within a story. 

These questions are a really good starting 

point. →


